USER
MANUAL
PART NUMBER:
99216
Power Cannon Foam Attachment
English (V1.1)

Contents:

- Power Cannon Nozzle
- 32 fl Oz. Bottle
- 1/4" Quick-Connect Adapter
- Suction Line
Recommended Cleaning Solution:
- Dakota Wash HD SUPER Concentrate
- 1 US Gallon
- Part No. 99221
- Safe for use on all surfaces
Recommended Pressure Washer Specifications:
Pressure.............. 1000 - 3200 psi
Flow Rate............ 1.4 - 4.0 gal/min
5.30 - 15.0 L/min
Temperature........ Not to exceed 140 degrees F
Not to exceed 60 degrees C

Need Support? Contact us:
E-mail info@dakotaaginnovations.com
Call 1-888-996-7801
Visit www.POWEROFFOAM.com

Assembly:
1) Remove contents from package.
2) Thread the 1/4" quick-connect adapter into the back of
the Power Cannon nozzle and tighten(use thread tape
to prevent leaks).

Operation (Cont'd):
6) Allow a few minutes for the foam to soften grease and
grime buildup.
7) Remove quick-connect Power Cannon from the end of
the pressure washer wand.

3) Attach suction line to the bottom of the Power Cannon
nozzle.

8) Insert the quick-connect sprayer tip into the pressure
washer wand. Make sure it is locked in.

4) Thread the 32 fl. Oz. Bottle into the bottom of the
Power Cannon Nozzle.

9) High pressure rinse.

Operation:
1) Fill 32 fl. Oz. Bottle with desired amount of Dakota
Wash HD Super Concentrate.
2) Make sure the pressure washer is turned off.
3) Remove quick-connect sprayer tip from the end of the
pressure washer wand.
4) Insert the quick-connect end of the Power Cannon
nozzle into the pressure washer wand. Make sure it is
locked in.
5) Turn on pressure washer and apply the Dakota Wash
HD Super Concentrate foam to desired surface.
i) The Spray Pattern and Foam Dial may need to be
adjusted to achieve the proper consistency of
foam (the ideal consistency is similar to that of
shaving cream).
ii) For best results, we recommend rotating the
black Foam Dial Adjustment on the top of the
Power Cannon all the way to (-), then back off
until desired consistency is achieved.

10) Repeat, if necessary.
Spray Pattern Adjustment:
With the Power Cannon nozzle pointed in
a safe direction away from you,
a) Rotate black nozzle COUNTER-CLOCKWISE for a
wide fan spray pattern for maximum coverage.
(Recommended)
b) Rotate black nozzle CLOCKWISE for a narrow,
stream spray pattern.
(NOT recommended)
Foam Dial Adjustment:
With the Power Cannon nozzle pointed in
a safe direction away from you,
a) Rotate black dial (needle valve) on top to (-) for DRY
foam.
b) Rotate black dial (needle valve) on top to (+) for more
water and less foam.
(NOT recommended)

